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_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Abstract –This paper presents a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based algorithm for Multi-objective 

problem of thermal units while satisfying the constraints such as generator capacity limits, power balance 

and line flow limits. Particle Swarm Optimization is a population based stochastic optimization, developed by 

Kennedy and Eberhart, in which members within a group share the information among them to achieve the 

global best position. This method is dynamic in nature and it has premature convergence and provides high 

quality solutions. The performance of the proposed method has been demonstrated on a sample circuit with 

two generating units and on the IEEE 30 bus system with six generating units. The problem has been 

formulated as a single optimization problem to obtain the solution for fuel cost and emission as objectives.          
 

Index Terms — Particle Swarm Optimization, Multi-objective problem. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
 

I. Introduction 
 The classical economic dispatch problem is to operate electric power systems so as to minimise the total fuel cost. 

The main target of electric power utilities is to provide high quality reliable supply to the consumers at the lowest 

possible cost. This single objective can no longer be considered alone due to environmental concerns that arise from 

emissions produced by fossil fuelled electric power plants. The emission s can be reduced by dispatch of power 

generation to minimise emissions. 

       

The contributions of the electric energy industry to environmental pollution raise questions concernmg 

environmental protection and methods of eliminating or 

reducing pollution from power plants either by design or by 

operational strategies. 

Electric power plants are traditionally operated on the basis of least fuel cost strategies (economic dispatch or 

optimal power flow) without considering pollutants produced. Fossil-fired electric power plants use coal, oil, gas or 

combinations thereof as the primary energy resource, and produced atmospheric emissions whose nature and 

quantity depend on the fuel type and its quality. 

Coal produces particulate matter such as ash, and gaseous pollutants such as carbon oxides and oxides of nitrogen. 

The thermal energy dissipated in cooling water raises its temperature and may be considered as a pollutant. Hydro-

plants produce no such emissions. Nuclear power produces radiation emissions, which are well contained. The 

major part of electric power generation is due to fossil-fired plants and their emissions contribution cannot be 

neglected. 

Pollution affects not only humans, but also other life forms such as animals, buds, fish and plants. It also causes 

damage to materials, reducing visibility, as well as causing global warming. These effects may be interpreted as 

costs because they damage our life in one way to another. The damage caused by a pollutant depends on its 

meteorological conditions and our exposure to it. This suggests that each pollutant should be treated on its own merit 

in assigning cost values usually referred to as valuing environmental externalities. The environmental/economic 

dispatch is a Multi-objective problem with conflicting objectives because pollution is conflicting with minimum cost 

of generation. Various techniques have been proposed to solve this Multi-objective problem whereby most 
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researchers have concentrated on the deterministic problem. Particle swarm optimization (PSO),is one of the modern 

heuristic algorithms, it was developed through simulation of a simplified social system and has been found to be 

robust in solving continuous non-linear optimization problems. The PSO technique can generate high-quality 

solutions within shorter calculation time and stable convergence characteristics than other stochastic methods. 

Although the PSO seems to be sensitive to the tuning of some weights or parameters, many researchers are still in 

progress for providing its potential in solving complex power system problems. The CEED is obtained by 

considering both the economy and emission objectives. This bi-objective CEED problem is converted into single 

objective function. 

 II EED Problem Formulation 
                                                                                                           The objective of Economic Emission dispatch is 

to minimise two competiting functions, fuel cost and emissions, while satisfying several equality and inequality 

constraints. Therefore it is formulated as, 

 

A. Minimisation of Fuel Cost   

 

    The generator cost curves are represented by quadratic functions and the total fuel cost F (PG) in ($/hr) can be 

expressed as 

               
n
 

F (PGi) =     
aiP

2
Gi  +  biP

2
Gi + ci                      (1) 

              i=1 

where 

 

F – is the Fuel cost of ith generator in  $/hr 

PGi –  is the Generator power output of i
th

 generator  

i – represents the corresponding generator (1,2,….n) 

n – represents number of generators. 

ai, bi, ci – are the fuel cost coefficients 

 

  B. Minimisation of Emission 

 

  The total emission E(PGi)in (ton/hr) of atmospheric pollutants such as sulphur oxides So2 and nitrogen oxides 

Nox caused by the operation of fossil-fueled thermal generation can be expressed as 

               
n 

E(PGi)=  AiP
2

Gi+BiPGi+Ci            (2) 
              

i=1 

where 

 

E – Total emission release in ton/hr 

PGi –  is the Generator power output of i
th

 generator 

i – represents the corresponding generator (1,2,….n) 

n – represents number of generators. 

Ai, Bi, Ci – are emission coefficients. 

 

C. Constraints 

 

 The problem constraints are  

 

1. Generating capacity constraints 

 

PGimin    PGi    PGimax   for I = 1,2,…n      (3) 

 

Where PGimin and PGimax are the minimum and maximum power output of the i
th

 unit 

2. Power balance constraints 

 

                      
n 
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        PD   =    PGi-PL          (4) 
                     

i=1 

 

where PD is the system load demand and PL is the transmission loss. The calculation of PL for the bus systems 

is determined by solving the load flow problem, which has equality constraints on real and reactive power at 

each bus. 

The multiobjective problem is formulated as a single optimisation problem by 

            Min Z=[F(PGi) E(PGi)]       (5) 

 OVERVIEW OF PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 

Particle swarm optimization is similar to a genetic algorithm in this; the system is position ― pbest” and global best 

position ― gbest” by the particle swarm optimizer is initialized with a population of random solutions. The 

adjustment towards personal best conceptually similar to the crossover operation utilized be genetic algorithm. The 

important difference between PSO and GAs is the ability of PSO to keep track of the position, and the change in 

position (velocity) of each particle (agents), while GAs can only keep information regarding the position of the 

members of the population. Each particle in the swarm can memorize its current position that is determined by 

evaluation of the objective function, velocity, and the best position visited during its flying in the problem search 

space referred to as pbest. For a general minimization task, the position having a smaller function value is regarded 

to as having a higher fitness. Here, we mean by the personal best position, the one that yields the highest fitness 

value for that particle. Also the best position visited by all the particles are memorized, i.e. the best position among 

all pbest positions referred to as gbest. 

The particles of the swarm are assumed to travel the problem search space in a discrete rather than continuous time 

steps. At each time step (iteration) the velocity of each particle is modified using its current velocity and its distance 

from pbest and gbest. The velocity (accelerating) of each particle changes toward its pbest and gbest (global  

version). Acceleration is weighted by a random term, with separate random numbers being generated for 

acceleration towards pbest and gbest. 
 

IV PARAMETER SELECTION IN PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a novel optimization method . To ensure convergence of PSO adjustments of 

various parameters need to be carefully adjusted in order to achieve better performance of the algorithm. In the 

subsequent section, the detailed implementation strategies of the PSO are described. 

 

 

4.1 Inertia Weight 

The inertia weight w is employed to control the impact of the previous history of velocity, thus to influence the trade 

off between global (wide ranging) and local (near by) exploration abilities of the ―flying points‖. In PSO, the 

balance between the global and local exploration abilities is mainly controlled by inertia weights. We often 

decreases linearly from about 0.9 to 0.4 during the run. 

 = max – ((max  -  min)/  iter max) *  iter                                 (6)      

  -   inertia weight factor 

max  -  maximum value of weighting factor                                       

min  -    minimum value of weighting factor 

iter max  -maximun number of iterations 

 iter   -  current number of iteration 

 

Acceleration Constant 

 

The constants c1 and c2   represent the weighting factor and are tuned in the process. The constants c1 and c2  

represent the weighting factor of the acceleration terms that pull each particle toward the pbest and gbest positions. 

Low values allow particles to roam far from  the target regions before being tugged back. 

 

 velocity updating 
 
Vid

(t+1)
  = Vi

(t)
 + C1 rand ( ) (pbestid  -  Pgid

(t)
) + C2 Rand( ) (gbestid  - Pgid

(t)
)                                                      (7) 
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  Where   

  - inertia weight factor 

 

 c1 ,c2 – acceleration factor 

 

 rand( ),Rand( ) – uniform random value in large [0,1] 

 

Vi
(t)   

-  velocity of particle ‗i‘ at iteration ‗t‘ 

 

Vid
(t+1)

  -(modified) velocity of particle ‗i‘ at iteration ‗t‘ 

 

 Limit Check 

Vd 
min

    Vd    Vd
max  

                                                                     (8) 

The parameter max V determines the resolution with which regions are to be searched 

between the present position and the target position. If max V is too high, particles might fly past good solutions. If 

max V is too small, particles may not explore sufficiently beyond 

local solutions. Typically, Vd 
min

  =0.2 ;  Vd
max 

 =0.2. 

Position Modification  

 

Pgid
(t+1)

 =Pgid
(t)

 + Vid
(t+1)                                          

 (9) 
Where 

Pgid
(t+1)   

-   modified position of particle ‗i‘ at iteration (‗i‘+1) 

 

VI PSO Algorithm 
The PSO algorithm is presented below. 

1. The technique is initialized with a population of random solutions or particles and then searches the optima by 

updating generations. Each individual particle i has the following three properties: a current position in search space 

xi, a current velocity  vi and the personal best value Pbest. 

 

2. In every iteration, each particle is updated by the following two best values. The first one is the personal best 

Pbest  which is the position of particle i in the search  space, where it has achieved the best solution so far. The 

second one is the global  best position gbest   which is the position yielding the best solution among all  the   pbest . 

The personal and global best values are updated at time t using equations and respectively. Here it is assumed that 

the swarm has s particles. 

 

3. After finding the two best values, each particle updates its velocity and current position. The velocity of the 

particle is updated according to its own previous best position and the previous best position of its companions and 

is given by equation(1). This new velocity is then added to the current position of the particle to obtain its next 

position 

Xi
(t+1)

 = xi
(t)

 + vi
(t+1) 

 

The acceleration coefficients c1   and c2  control the distance moved by a particle in an iteration. The inertia weight   

controls the convergence behavior of PSO. Usually the value of    is linearly decreased from 1 to near 0 over the 

execution.  

 

V PSO parameter control 
The parameters to be controlled while using PSO are listed below. 

A. Number of particles 

The typical range of number of particles to be used is 20 to  
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60. For most of the problems, 10 particles are sufficient to obtain good results. For some difficult or special 

problems, we can go foe 100 to 200 particles. 

B. Dimension of particles 

This is determined by the problem to be optimized 

C. Maximum velocity Vmax 

 Vmax determines the maximum change a particle can take in an iteration. Usually the range  of the particle is taken 

as Vmax 

D. Acceleration coefficients 

Usually the acceleration coefficients c1 and c2 are taken as 2. However, we can also use other values. But usually c1 

equals to c2 and ranges from 0 to 4 

.E. Stop condition 

The stop condition is based on the maximum number of iterations to be executed or the minimum error required in 

the problem. This is also determined by the problem to be optimized. 

 

VII Simulation Results and Discussions 
The proposed PSO methods have been successfully employed and the results were obtained for simple sample 

circuit and for IEEE 30-bus system using MATLAB software. The feasibility of the proposed method are nature of 

high quality solution, stable convergence and good computation efficiency. Standard system data are taken for the 

cost coefficients, generation limits and Emission coefficients. In the proposed PSO based CEED approach, Newton 

raphson load flow method and PSO algorithms have been used to obtain the solutions. The simulation studies were 

carried out on Pentium IV, 1.8 GHz, and 1 GB RAM system in MATLAB environment. 

1. Sample circuit: 

In order analyse the performance of proposed  

PSO method at first a sample circuit is used.Fig:1 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          

 

 

 

Fig:1 has two generating units and with a load at the 

 

center(PD) of 500W and the transmission line parameter are as follows as R1 be 4 ohm and R2 be 1 ohm. Then 

voltage at the load point is given as 100V. 

Generating units       ai        bi       ci 

Unit I    0.01        1      100 

Unit II    0.005        5      100 

Table :1 Cost Coefficients of Generating Units 

 

Generating Units        Ai       Bi        Ci 

Unit I     0.0045     0.125       10 

Unit II     0.0015      0.8      20 

Table:2 Emission coefficients of Generating Units 
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Algorithm for Actual plot: 

i) From the Sample circuit, PD=500W, R1=4ohm; R2=1ohm, V=100V 

ii) To calculate Cost & Emissions neglecting losses, assuming P1=5W, P2=(500-P1),then their 

corresponding Power values are substituted in both Cost & Emission Coefficients. 

iii) From the Actual plot the optimum values of P1& P2 are found. 

iv) To calculate Cost & Emissions including losses, assuming i1=0.1A & i2=(5-i1) ,as (i1+i2)=5A, power 

are calculated by 

                    P1=[i1R1+V]*i1 

                    P2=[i2R2+V]*i2 

v) Then, their  corresponding optimum power values are found. 

vi)  Actual plot are shown in the graph 

  

 P1 

(W) 

P2 

(W) 

Fuel cost 

(Rs/hr) 

Emission 

(Kg/hr) 

Loss 

Cost 300 200 2600 - 0 

Emission 181.25 318.75 - 607.89 0 

Cost+ Loss 287 246 2842 - 33 

Emission +Loss 159 362 - 650 21 

Combined 216 309 2905 657.37 25 

Table:3  Power values of generator from Actual plot 

 

 P1 P2 Fuel cost 

(Rs/hr) 

Emissiom 

(Kg/hr) 

Loss 

cost 299.63 200 259.89 - 0 

Emission 180.54 317.86 - 607.732 0 

Cost+Loss 288.62 242.88 2842.325 - 33 

Emissiom+Los

s 

159.4 358.32 - 648 20 

Combined 215.54 309.56 2913.53 659.5 26 

Table :4  Power values of generator from PSO 

 
Fig:2    Actual plot Curve for cost 
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Fig: 3 Actual plot curve for emission               

 
Fig :4 Actual plot curve for cost including losses 

 
Fig:5 Actual plot curve for emission including losses 
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Fig:6  Actual plot  curve for combined cost & emission 

 

 

Then the standard IEEE 30- bus ,6-Generator test system is considered to investigate the effectiveness of the 

proposed approach. The single Line diagram of the system is shown in Fig 7 and the Fuel cost & Emission 

Coefficients are given in table .In PSO, there are two parameters namely Vmax &  to be adjusted for optimum 

performance besides swarm size. The swarm size is set at 20. the inertia weight is varied from 0.9 to 0.2 linearly 

with respect to generations. The simulation experiments are conducted for various values of Vmax namely 0.1 to 1 

times maximum range allowed for each parameter in steps of 0.1.acceleration constants C1 & C2 are 

 taken as 1. 

 

 
Fig:7  Single Line Diagram of IEEE-30 bus system 
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Generating unit 

Coefficients 

 1   2 3   4   5   6 

 ai 100 120 40 60 40 100 

 bi 200 150 180 100 180 150 

 ci 10 10 20 10 20 10 

                 

Table:5 Fuel Cost Coefficients 

 

 

 

 

 

Table: 6 Emission Coefficients 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table:7 Power values of Generators for cost Coefficients 

 
Fig:8 Convergence curve for Fuel Cost($/hr) neglecting loss 
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Generating unit 

coefficients 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

Ai 6.49 5.638 4.586 3.38 4.586 5.151 

Bi -5.55 -6.04 -5.09 -3.55 -5.09 -5.55 

Ci 4.091 2.543 4.258 5.326 4.258 6.131 

Generator Power Without loss With loss 

PG1 0.1011 0.1133 

PG2 0.2774 0.2726 

PG3 0.5357 0.5390 

PG4 1.0300 1.0412 

PG5 0.5288 0.5400 

PG6 0.3590 0.3628 

PR 2.832 2.8689 

Fuel Cost($/hr) 599.7525 608.4041 
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Fig: 9Convergence curve for Fuel cost($/hr) including loss 

 

 

 

Generator Power Without loss With loss 

PG1 0.3588 0.3964 

PG2 0.4970 0.4952 

PG3 0.4913 0.5152 

PG4 0.4853 0.4620 

PG5 0.5027 0.5102 

PG6 0.4969 0.4852 

PR 2.832 2.865 

Emission(ton/hr) 18.6199 18.59 

 

Table: 8 Power values of Generators for Emission coefficients 

 

 
Fig:10  Convergence curve for Emission(ton/hr) neglecting loss 
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Fig:11 Convergence curve for Emission(ton/hr) including loss 

Generator Power Without loss With loss 

PG1 0.2952 0.3474 

PG2 0.4378 0.4168 

PG3 0.5319 0.5388 

PG4 0.6315 0.6822 

PG5 0.4894 0.5345 

PG6 0.4462 0.3433 

PR 2.832 2.8630 

Fec 203.8562 204.856 

Table:9 Power values of Generators for Combined Coefficients 

 

 
Fig:12 Convergence curve for CEED neglecting loss 
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Fig:13 Convergence curve for CEED including loss 

 

 

 

VIII CONCLUSION 
Particle swarm optimization algorithm has been proposed for solving combined economic and emissions 

dispatch problem. In this paper a sample system and an IEEE 30-bus, 6generator test system is considered to 

investigate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The problem has been formulated as a multiobjective 

optimization with competing fuel cost and emission impact as objectives. The results show that the proposed 

approach is efficient for solving multiobjective optimization problem. The problem was handled as a multi-objective 

optimization problem where both cost and Emission were optimized simultaneously with the proposed approach. It 

has been concluded that PSO has the potential to solve different multiobjective power system optimization problems 
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